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Since 2009: Working with Partners on Heat-Health in India 



Thresholds: 
their role in HAPs
Different locations use different metrics

Reaching the threshold value triggers
response actions to avoid health 
harms from heat stress

In the absence of health data, often 
assume 95th to 99th percentile index 
values are associated with a health 
response, and use those values for 
action thresholds



Heat Index: What It Does, How It’s Developed
•Heat Index (HI) combines air Temperature (T) and
Relative Humidity (RH), measures how hot it actually feels:

*When RH is high, evaporation rate of perspiration slows,
body cools less efficiently & people retain heat

•HI most effective for temperatures >26°C and RH≥ 40%
*HI values designed for shady, light wind conditions; 
*Full sunshine can increase HI values by up to 8°C;
*Strong winds, esp. with hot, dry air, are very hazardous



HI = -8.78469475556 + 1.61139411(T) + 

2.33854883889(RH) + -0.14611605(T*RH) + 

-0.012308094(T*T) + -0.0164248277778(RH*RH) + 

0.002211732(T*T*RH) + 0.00072546(T*RH*RH) + 

-0.000003582(T*T*RH*RH)
where
HI = heat index (in degrees Celsius)
T = ambient dry-bulb temperature (in degrees Celsius)
RH = relative humidity (percentage value between 0 and 100)

Heat Index Calculation in degrees Celsius

Source: US National Weather Service, Weather Prediction Center



Heat Index Chart – degrees Celsius

Source: NDMA Heat Guidelines (2016) 



Heat Index Chart – degrees Celsius and F



Is a Heat Index Appropriate as a HAP Threshold?

ØDo cities have access to Past, Present, & Future local 
maximum Heat Index data, to calculate a possible 
Heat Index threshold value? 

ØDoes IMD already provide Heat Index information for 
cities, in a user-friendly format?

ØWhat if coastal cities applied IMD’s Heat Wave 
definition, i.e. Heat Wave declared on days ≥ 40°C  

ØWhat would it take to develop a NEW Heat Index for 
India? Is it needed? 



How can both the meteorological data producer community and 

the user community be engaged, to develop effective 

approaches to setting humidity-inclusive HAP thresholds?

What could be an effective user format? 
(“dashboard” )



Determine what regions & which cities have been asking for a 
Heat Index approach 

Evaluate heat-health evidence regarding which cities 
experience harmful effects of humidity, in addition to heat

Do cities in India have access to past & present data needed to 
calculate the maximum daily Heat Index threshold? Or future 
forecasts of maximum daily Heat Index?

Is a Heat Index that’s unique to India needed?

Engage the meteorology information producers and users  to 
develop temperature + humidity output formats

Suggestions & Options



Heat Index - - Next Steps
Provide a forum for discussion of:
• Whether temperature-humidity metrics like HI could be more 

health-protective HAP thresholds in more humid Indian cities 
• Whether existing Heat Index data (archived and forecasted) is 

already available to cities for use as municipal HAP thresholds
• What form might an effective presentation of Heat Index data 

take, to be useful to cities in HAP threshold-setting
• Whether a Heat Index calculation unique to India is needed



Do Heat Action Plans 
make a difference?

Is heat vulnerability reduced after launching a HAP?



We evaluated summer  
deaths before & after
the 2013 HAP launch. 

We found that:
• Adaptations to reduce 

people’s vulnerability to 
extreme heat save lives. 

• Mortality rates on days >40°C 
(104°F) show 5% decrease 
post-HAP (2014-2015), 
relative to pre-HAP (2007-
2010).

• Mortality rates on hottest 
days >45°C (113°F) showed a 
27% decrease post-HAP.
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NWS Weather Prediction Center, “The Heat Index Equation”:

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/heatindex_equation.shtml

NWS on “Heat Index Forecasts”: 

https://www.weather.gov/bgm/heatindexforecasts

Heat Index Calculation

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/heatindex_equation.shtml
https://www.weather.gov/bgm/heatindexforecasts
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*Thank you* 
kknowlton@nrdc.org

http://nrdc.org

